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a b s t r a c t

Disinhibited personality traits, such as impulsivity (IMP), excitement seeking (ES), and low harm
avoidance (HA), are thought to reflect a basic vulnerability toward alcohol use disorder (AUD). However,
the specific vulnerability mechanisms associated with each trait are not well understood and there are
no studies of the association between disinhibited personality and drinking-related decisions. This study
investigated individual differences in drinking-related decisions associated with each trait using a task
that manipulated the effects of incentives and disincentives on decisions to attend and drink at different
hypothetical drinking events in a sample of 430 young adults (237 men, 193 women, mean age 21.3
years), over 60% of whom had an AUD of varying severity. The results revealed each personality domain
was differentially associated with different aspects of drinking decisions. Both IMP and low HA were
associated with being more likely to decide to attend party events with moderate and high goal-related
responsibility disincentives. We suggest that low HA is associated with reduced sensitivity to the
negative consequences of not meeting a responsibility, while IMP is associated with increased dis-
counting of future rewards (associated with meeting a responsibility) relative to the immediate reward of
attending a party event. ES was associated with being more responsive to alcohol party incentives when
making decisions about attending party events and deciding to drink more at events, with the highest
reward potential suggesting that ES is related to a reward sensitivity decision bias. IMP appears to be
associated with stronger approach that results in decisions to consume more alcohol regardless of
context. The results suggest specific mechanisms by which different domains of disinhibited personality
affect actual drinking-related decisions.

© 2019 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.
Disinhibited personality traits, such as impulsivity, excitement
seeking, and low harm avoidance (Cloninger, Sigvardsson, &
Bohman, 1988; de Wit, 2009; Finn, Mazas, Justus, & Steinmetz,
2002; Finn, Sharkansky, Brandt, & Turcotte, 2000; Gunn, Finn,
Endres, Gerst, & Spinola, 2013; Mâsse & Tremblay, 1997), as well
as risky, impulsive decision-making (Bechara et al., 2001; Bobova,
Finn, Rickert, & Lucas, 2009; Endres, Donkin, & Finn, 2014; Finn,
Gerst, Lake, & Bogg, 2017; Finn, Gunn, & Gerst, 2015; Mazas, Finn,
& Steinmetz, 2000; Petry, 2001, 2002), have been consistently
associated with excessive alcohol use and alcohol problems; how-
ever, the specific mechanisms underlying these associations have
not been well studied.
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Studies of decision-making typically employ behavioral eco-
nomic monetary tasks that do not model well the contexts, in-
centives, and disincentives that affect actual drinking decisions
(Bogg & Finn, 2009; Finn et al., 2017). Recent work, utilizing a more
ecologically valid drinking decision task (Finn et al., 2017), illus-
trates how lifetime alcohol and antisocial problems are associated
with different contextual motivationally relevant processes un-
derlying risky, impulsive drinking decisions. However, there are no
studies that investigate the association between disinhibited per-
sonality and contextual and motivationally relevant processes that
influence drinking-related decisions. The purpose of the current
study is to investigate the association between three domains of
disinhibited personality outlined in Finn’s (2002) Cognitive Moti-
vational Theory, and the effects of incentives and disincentives on
drinking-related decisions as a means of investigating the moti-
vationally relevant mechanisms by which different domains of
disinhibited personality may be associated with problematic
drinking.
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A large literature links alcohol use disorders (AUDs) with
impulsive, risky decision-making (Bechara et al., 2001; Bobova
et al., 2009; Endres et al., 2014; Finn et al., 2015, 2017; Mazas
et al., 2000; Petry, 2001, 2002). These studies consistently suggest
that the decisions of those with an AUD are characterized by defi-
cient avoidance (inhibition) processes, reflected in reduced sensi-
tivity to negative consequences (Bechara et al., 2001; Cantrell, Finn,
Rickert, & Lucas, 2008; Endres et al., 2014; Finn et al., 2017, 2002;
Mazas et al., 2000), and augmented approach system processes,
reflected in an increased responsivity to immediate rewards
(Bobova et al., 2009; Field, Christiansen, Cole, & Goudie, 2007; Finn
et al., 2015; Petry, 2001, 2002). While the results of these studies
point to these seemingly relevant mechanisms, the studies employ
monetary behavioral economic tasks that have questionable
ecological validity because they do not include contextually rele-
vant incentives and disincentives. The current study addresses this
gap in the field by investigating the association between the effects
of drinking-relevant contextual incentives and disincentives on
drinking-related decisions and each of the three domains of dis-
inhibited personality e impulsivity, excitement seeking, and low
harm avoidance e that are thought to reflect individual differences
in approach-avoidance motivational processes (Finn, 2002; Gunn
et al., 2013).

Research on personality risk for alcohol use disorder (AUD) in-
cludes a range of traits associated with excessive alcohol use or
problems, such as behavioral undercontrol (Sher,Walitzer,Wood,&
Brent, 1991), sensation seeking (Castellanos-Ryan, Rubia, & Conrod,
2011; Curcio& George, 2011; Finn, 2002; Magid, Maclean,& Colder,
2007; Smith et al., 2007), impulsivity or urgency (Smith et al.,
2007), and low harm avoidance (Cloninger et al., 1988; Finn,
2002). While some of these studies discuss specific personality
models of risk (e.g., Cloninger et al., 1988; Smith et al., 2007;
Whiteside & Lynam, 2003), models typically do not outline spe-
cific motivationally relevant mechanisms of risk for each person-
ality domain. Most studies exclude some important domains, such
as low harm avoidance, and some models lump more than one
domain under a single trait, such as including sensation seeking as
a domain of impulsivity (Smith et al., 2007; Whiteside & Lynam,
2003). This paper specifically tests our cognitive-motivational
model of disinhibited personality (Finn, 2002; Gunn et al., 2013)
that focuses on three narrowly defined domains of disinhibited
personality: impulsivity, excitement seeking, and low harm
avoidance, that reflect different approach-avoidance mechanisms
considered to be associated with risky, impulsive decision-making,
and poor self-regulation (Finn, 2002; Finn et al., 2002, 2015).

Our overall thesis rests on the idea that one domain of potential
mechanisms underlying risk for excessive alcohol use and problems
is individual differences in response to specific incentives and
disincentives associated with drinking decisions in different con-
texts. For instance, we propose (Finn, 2002; Gunn et al., 2013) that
impulsive personality traits can predispose to problematic alcohol
use, due to difficulties inhibiting strong approach tendencies in
circumstanceswhere the immediate reward of drinking at a party is
preferredmore than the delayed reward associated with a next-day
achievement-related task, such as passing an important exam. This
is a behavioral illustration of increased delay discounting shown to
be associated with impulsivity on monetary tasks (Bobova et al.,
2009; Finn et al., 2015). Our model holds that impulsivity (IMP)
reflects a difficulty inhibiting strong approach behavioral ten-
dencies (Finn, 2002; Finn et al., 2002; Gunn et al., 2013), and is
associated with an increased attentional focus on immediate
reward and a difficulty delaying gratification. Studies show that
IMP is associated with higher discounting rates for delayed rewards
(Bobova et al., 2009; de Wit, 2009; Kirby, Petry, & Bickel, 1999),
poor response inhibition in approach contexts (de Wit, 2009; Finn,
2002; Finn et al., 2002), and high levels of alcohol use and abuse in
young adults (de Wit, 2009; Finn, 2002; Gunn et al., 2013). In our
model excitement seeking (ES) is a subdomain of sensation
seeking that excludes risk-taking (Finn, 2002), reflects increased
approach tendencies (greater reward responsivity), a reliance on
engaging in pleasurable-hedonistic approach behaviors (such as
drinking) to experience positive affect, and a tendency to experi-
ence boredom and negative affect when not actively engaged in
appetitive behavior (Finn, 2002; Finn et al., 2000, 2002). Similar to
sensation seeking (e.g., Castellanos-Ryan et al., 2011; Curcio &
George, 2011; Finn, 2002; Magid et al., 2007; Smith et al., 2007),
ES is associated with increased alcohol use (Finn, 2002; Finn et al.,
2000; Finn & Hall, 2004; Gunn et al., 2013) and increased sexual
promiscuity (Justus, Finn, & Steinmetz, 2000). Finally, low harm
avoidance (HA) reflects low levels of aversive motivation system
activity (Finn, 2002), manifested in difficulties inhibiting behavior
that leads to aversive negative consequences (Finn et al., 2002).
Low HA has been associated with fearlessness (Justus& Finn, 2007;
Lykken,1995), a difficulty learning to avoid aversive outcomes (Finn
et al., 2002), experiencing dangerous situations as more thrilling
than aversive (Finn, 2002; Justus & Finn, 2007), and earlier onset of
alcohol use and alcohol problems (Cloninger et al., 1988; Finn,
2002; Mâsse & Tremblay, 1997).

Although AUDs are associated with disinhibited personality
traits and decision biases thought to reflect the same or similar
motivational mechanisms, there are no studies that carefully
examine the association between different domains of disinhibited
personality and specific motivational processes that affect
drinking-related decisions. This study extends the research on
disinhibited personality, decision-making, and alcohol use by
examining the association between these domains of disinhibited
personality and the effects of incentives and disincentives on de-
cisions to attend and drink at drinking party events in a large
sample (Finn et al., 2017) of individuals varying widely in alcohol
problems. Finn et al. (2017) showed that alcohol party incentives
and next-day responsibility disincentives substantially influenced
decisions to attend, and drink at, social events on a hypothetical
drinking decision task that, itself, predicted drinking habits.
Alcohol-party incentives promoted attendance and drinking de-
cisions, while next-day responsibility disincentives discouraged
(inhibited) attendance and drinking amount decisions (Finn et al.,
2017). Furthermore, higher lifetime alcohol problems were asso-
ciated with being more sensitive to the effect of high alcohol-
related party incentives on drinking-related decisions (increased
reward sensitivity), while lifetime antisocial problems, which were
highly correlated with lifetime alcohol problems, were associated
with being less sensitive to disincentives (insensitivity to negative
consequences) on drinking decisions (Finn et al., 2017).

The current study uses the same sample and decision task data
as Finn et al. (2017) and tests the following primary hypotheses:

(i) IMP will be associated with being less deterred from
attending party events associated with moderate to high
next-day responsibility disincentives and drinking more at
such events, reflecting less inhibition of approach behavior.

(ii) ES, which has been associated with drinking more in general
(Finn et al., 2000; Gunn et al., 2013) and increased approach/
reward responsivity, will be associated with a greater likeli-
hood to decide to attend high versus low party incentive
events (i.e., a greater sensitivity to reward) and deciding to
drink more at all events (reflecting increased overall
approach).

(iii) Low HA, which is thought to reflect lower aversive motiva-
tion system activity, will be associated with being less de-
terred from deciding to attend events by moderate and high
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disincentives (i.e., being less sensitive to negative conse-
quences) and deciding to drink more at high disincentive
compared with low disincentive events.
Method

Recruitment of participants

Participants were recruited using advertisements placed around
the community targeting “carefree, adventurous individuals who
have led exciting and impulsive lives,” “impulsive individuals,” “heavy
drinkers wanted for psychological research,” persons “interested in
psychological research,” “quiet, reflective and introspective persons,”
and “social drinkers.” This approach is effective in recruiting a
sample varying widely in terms of alcohol use and disinhibited
traits (Finn et al., 2015, 2017).

Inclusion criteriawere being between 18 and 30 years old, able to
read and speak English, at least 6th grade education, consumed
alcohol at least once, and no history of major head trauma, cogni-
tive impairments, or severe psychological problems. The sample
was recruited to represent a range of severity of lifetime alcohol
problems: 25% with low lifetime alcohol (no diagnosable SUD or
childhood conduct disorder, and no binge drinking), 50% with
moderate levels of alcohol problems (mild to moderate AUDs), and
25% with very high levels of alcohol problems (severe AUDs). On
the day of testing, all participants had a breath alcohol level of 0.0%,
at least 6 h of sleep, and had not taken any recreational drugs in the
past 12 h (assessed via self-report).

Sample characteristics

Participants (n ¼ 430; 237 men, 193 women) were primarily
college students (81.8%) with a mean age of 21.3 years (SD ¼ 2.5)
and mostly Caucasian (78.0%). The remaining participants were
African American (12%), Asian (6%), Native American (1%), or other
(3%). Table 1 displays the sample characteristics including Lifetime
DSM-IV (American Psychiatric Association, 1994) diagnostic status
for Alcohol Abuse and Alcohol Dependence. The Semi-Structured
Assessment for the Genetics of Alcoholism (SSAGA; Bucholz et al.,
1994) was used to ascertain these diagnoses using DSM-IV criteria.
Table 1
Sample characteristics.

Men Women

Sample Characteristics
N 237 193
Age 21.6 (2.6) 21.0 (2.4)
Years education 14.0 (1.7) 14.2 (1.7)
Lifetime alcohol problems 18.2 (15.1) 15.6 (12.7)

Drinking Habits, M (SD)
Two-week drinking
Occasions per week 2.25 (1.62) 1.99 (1.51)
Amount per occasion 6.22 (4.57) 4.85 (3.98)

Three-month drinking
Occasions per week 2.64 (1.75) 2.58 (1.66)
Amount per occasion 6.34 (5.07) 5.07 (3.68)

Diagnostic Status, % (n)
Lifetime alcohol abuse (no dependence) 28% (68) 23% (44)
Lifetime alcohol dependence 40% (97) 42% (82)
No lifetime AUD 31% (75) 35% (68)

Disinhibited Personality, M (SD)
Impulsivity 8.67 (4.9) 7.97 (5.1)
Harm Avoidance 13.2 (6.0) 16.7 (5.8)
Excitement Seeking 8.77 (3.2) 7.68 (3.3)

Diagnoses based on SSAGA (Bucholz et al., 1994) interview responses using DSM-IV
criteria (American Psychiatric Association, 1994). AUD ¼ alcohol use disorder.
Assessments

Current drinking
Current drinking was assessed for the past 2 weeks using a

timeline follow-back (TLFB) procedure, as well as the average
amount consumed (average quantity) on each day (days per week
¼ frequency) in a typical week over the past 3 months. TLFB
measures were the mean frequency of drinking occasions (per
week), and mean quantity consumed per occasion over the past 2
weeks was assessed for each day in the past 2 weeks.

Personality measures

Impulsivity (IMP) was assessed with the Impulsivity scale from
the Eysenck Impulsivity I6 Questionnaire (Eysenck, Pearson,
Easting, & Allsop, 1985). This scale broadly assesses impulsivity in
terms of a lack of self-control, acting quickly, being carried away by
impulses or exciting ideas, not thinking about the consequences of
actions, and experiencing regretful negative consequences of
behavior. The Eysenck IMP scale has been associated with poor
response inhibition in approach contexts (Finn et al., 2002),
increased discounting of delayed rewards (Bobova et al., 2009), and
increased alcohol problems (Bobova et al., 2009; Finn, 2002; Gunn
et al., 2013).

The Excitement Seeking (ES) measure was derived from the
Sensation Seeking Scale (Zuckerman, 1979), and was the total score
of the 10-item Boredom Susceptibility (Bore) and a 7-item version
of the Disinhibition scale, where three questions relating to alcohol
and drug use and partying were dropped from the scale to avoid
criterion contamination (Finn, 2002; Gunn et al., 2013). This scale
assesses preferences for disinhibition, seeking fun, new, exciting,
and hedonistic experiences, and experiencing boredom or aversion
with familiar or unstimulating experiences. This measure of ES has
been consistently associated with increased alcohol use (Finn et al.,
2000; Finn & Hall, 2004; Gunn et al., 2013), higher positive alcohol
expectancies (Finn et al., 2000), and sexual promiscuity (Justus et
al., 2000).

Harm Avoidance (HA) was assessed with the HA scale from the
Multidimensional Personality Questionnaire (MPQ; Tellegen, 1982;
Tellegen & Waller, 1992). The HA scale assesses the tendency to
avoid dangerous and threatening experiences. Low harm avoid-
ance, which is associated with increased disinhibition, reflects
tendencies to prefer engaging in dangerous activities or experi-
encing aversive sensations, to find dangerous events as enjoyable
and exciting, to prefer danger as opposed to monotony, and to not
inhibiting behavior to avoid potential harm. The HA scale has been
associated with antisocial behavior (Finn, 2002), engaging in risky
behaviors (Finn, 2002; Tellegen & Waller, 1992; Waller, Lilienfeld,
Tellegen, & Lykken, 1991), difficulties inhibiting behavior to avoid
aversive consequences, such as electric shock (Finn et al., 2002),
and decreased potentiation of startle in the presence of aversive
stimuli (Justus & Finn, 2007).

Drinking decision task

Participants were presented with 6 different hypothetical
drinking context scenarios (2 levels of incentives crossed with 3
levels of disincentives) that described upcoming drinking events on
a computer screen (sentence by sentence) with a simultaneous pre-
recorded narration of the text presented on the screen. After each
scenario was described, participants were prompted to decide
whether they would attend the event (Are you going to attend the
gathering Yes __ No ___) and, if they would attend, how much they
would drink (How many drinks would you have at the gathering?
____). Prior to the task, participants were told that a drink



Table 2
Percent deciding to attend and mean scores on personality measures for those
deciding to attend.

Low Incentive Level High Incentive Level

Low Disincentive Level 95.6% 98.4%
Mean impulsivity score 8.34 ± 5.0 8.34 ± 5.0
Mean harm avoidance score 14.8 ± 6.2 14.7 ± 6.1
Mean excitement seeking score 8.27 ± 3.3 8.31 ± 3.3

Moderate Disincentive Level 38.4% 56.3%
Mean impulsivity score 9.98 ± 5.0 9.43 ± 5.0
Mean harm avoidance score 13.1 ± 6.1 13.8 ± 5.9
Mean excitement seeking score 8.98 ± 2.7 8.77 ± 3.1

High Disincentive Level 12.1% 22.3%
Mean impulsivity score 11.9 ± 4.5 10.4 ± 4.8
Mean harm avoidance score 10.7 ± 5.8 11.8 ± 6.1
Mean excitement seeking score 9.23 ± 2.9 9.29 ± 2.7
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constitutes a beer, a glass of wine, a mixed drink (1.5 oz. alcohol), or
a single shot. Incentives were presented as “party” incentives that
vary as a function of the presence/availability of alcohol and party
fun. Disincentives were presented in terms of variations in next-day
responsibility disincentives. Disincentives varied by participant
role (student, homemaker, nonstudent unemployed, or nonstudent
employed). The student role scenarios are outlined below. The
scenarios are identical for all roles except for the disincentives. The
Supplementary Materials include a description of the disincentives
for the other roles.

The scenarios were organized first with an invitation to attend
the event (“It's Thursday and a friend calls and tells you that there is a
get-together or party going on right now.”). Then, information was
provided about the participant's current context in terms of what
responsibilities, if any, occur the next morning (see below). The
scenario finishes with information about alcohol-related incentives
to attend (see below).

Student role scenarios (post invitation)

Disincentives

High: “You have a test the first thing in the morning after the get-
together. You will have to wake up around 7:30 am to start the day.
You need to get a good grade in your class, which you must attend
tomorrow, otherwise you will not get into an academic program
you want, or you may not get off academic probation.”

Moderate: “You have a test the first thing in the morning after the
get-together. You will have to wake up around 7:30 am to start the
day. However, you can drop one of the tests in that course and you
could drop this test.”

Low: “You do not really have anything to do during the day after
the get-together. You can sleep in and don't have any major re-
sponsibilities early in the day. You are doing well in school and are
not worried about your grades.”

Alcohol party incentives

High: “The get-together is sure to be fun. It will be a major party
event. There will be people there who you really like and other
party activities that you really enjoy. There will be lots of alcohol
and you do not have to pay anything for your drinks.”

Low: “There will be a few people there, some of whom you know.
There will be enough alcohol, so that you can drink what you'd like,
but there's a possibility it will run out eventually.”

Data analyses
The results are organized into two broad sections for the type of

decision, decisions to attend, and decisions about the amount of
alcohol consumed. Then, results are reported in terms of relevant
main effects and testing specific hypotheses.

Predictors of decisions to attend a party eventwere analyzed with
a repeated-measures logistic regression model (SPSS Generalized
Linear Model e binomial distribution and logit link function). The
model was a Sex � Incentive Level � Disincentive Level � IMP � ES
� HA, where Incentive level and Disincentive level were repeated
measures, and IMP, ES, and HA were treated as covariates. The
models included the main effects of sex, incentives, disincentives,
IMP, ES, and HA. Each personality measure also was crossed (2-way
interactions) with sex, incentives, and disincentives. Significant 2-
way interactions were probed using simple main effect analyses
broken down within each level of each factor.

Predictors of drinking amount decisions were analyzed with a
repeated-measures regression model (SPSS Generalized Linear
Mode). Measures of the amount the participant decided to drink
were obtained only from those who decided to attend. This value
was set to zero for those who said they would not attend. The
model was a Sex � Incentive Level � Disincentive Level � IMP � ES
� HA, and included the same main and interaction effects noted for
the attendance decision analyses.
Results

Decisions to attend the party event

Main effects of incentives, disincentives, and harm avoidance
The repeated-measures logistic regression revealed significant

main effects (reported as Wald c2 statistics) of Incentive level,
c2(1) ¼ 5.44, p ¼ .020, Disincentive level, c2(2) ¼ 25.6, p < .00001,
and HA, c2(1) ¼ 12.2, p < .0001. Attendance decisions were highest
in the high party incentive level (59%) compared with low party
incentive level (49%). Attendance decisions were the lowest in the
high disincentive level (17%), followed by the moderate disincen-
tive level (47%) and the low disincentive level (97%). HA was
associated with lower overall attendance decisions. Attendance
decisions were higher for those low in HA (59%) than in those high
in HA (49% overall attendance). There were no significant effects
involving sex. Table 2 illustrates the percent deciding to attend as a
function of incentive and disincentive level, as well as the mean
score on each dimension of disinhibited personality. As one can see,
as disincentive level increases, the attendance rates decrease and
the mean HA score dramatically decreases as a function of
increasing levels of disincentives.
Harm avoidance, impulsivity, and disincentives to attend events
We hypothesized that individuals with low harm avoidance and

high impulsivity would be less deterred from attending moderate
and high disincentive events. As hypothesized, there was a signif-
icant interaction between HA and disincentive level, c2(2) ¼ 7.9,
p ¼ .02. Those with low levels of HA were less deterred from
deciding to attend by both the moderate, c2(1) ¼ 16.5, p < .0001,
and high disincentive levels, c2(1) ¼ 30.0, p < .00001, but not by
low disincentive levels, c2(1) ¼ 0.35, p ¼ .56. Fig. 1a displays these
results. In addition, an IMP by disincentive level interaction,
c2(2) ¼ 14.6, p ¼ .001, revealed that those with high levels of IMP
were less deterred from deciding to attend by both the moderate,
c2(1) ¼ 35.4, p < .00001, and high disincentive levels, c2(1) ¼ 30.4,



Fig. 1. (a) Attendance decisions by disincentive level and harm avoidance; (b) attendance decisions by disincentive incentive level and impulsivity. Error bars are standard errors of
the mean.

Fig. 2. Attendance decisions by party incentive level and excitement seeking. Error
bars are standard errors of the mean.
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p < .00001, but not by low disincentive levels, c2(1) ¼ 0.51, p ¼ .48.
Fig. 1b displays these results.

Excitement seeking, incentives, and attendance decisions
We hypothesized that ES will be associated with a greater

likelihood to decide to attend high versus low party incentive
events. In support of this hypothesis, the analyses revealed a sig-
nificant interaction between incentive level and ES, c2(1) ¼ 6.8,
p ¼ .009. As hypothesized, high levels of excitement seeking were
associated with being more likely to decide to attend the high
incentive level scenarios, c2(1) ¼ 17.3, p < .0001, but not the low
incentive level scenarios, c2(1) ¼ 1.3, p ¼ .25, suggesting that
excitement seeking was associated with being more responsive to
the alcohol party incentives when deciding whether to attend party
events. Fig. 2 displays these results.

Decisions about amount consumed

Main effects of incentives and disincentives on drinking amount
decisions

The repeated-measures analysis revealed a significant main ef-
fect (reported as Wald c2 statistics) of disincentive level,
c2(2) ¼ 11.23, p ¼ .004, and a marginal effect of incentive level,
c2(1)¼ 6.82, p¼ .09. Subjects who attended decided to drink more,
4.33 ± 2.6 drinks in the low disincentive condition compared with
the moderate condition (3.1 ± 2.6 drinks), and compared with the
high disincentive condition (1.74 ± 2.3 drinks). A significant
incentive � disincentive interaction revealed that there was an
effect of alcohol party incentives only in the moderate disincentive
condition, c2(1) ¼ 22.95, p < .0001, and not in the low, c2(1) ¼ 2.2,
p ¼ .14, or the high disincentive contexts, c2(1) ¼ 0.35, p ¼ .55.

Personality and the effects of disincentives effects on comsumption
decisions

We hypothesized that IMP and HA would be associated with
deciding to drink more at high and moderate disincentive party
events, compared with low disincentive events. The analyses did
not support these hypotheses. The IMP � disincentive interaction
was close to statistical significance, but not statistically significant,
c2(2) ¼ 5.11, p ¼ .078. However, there was a significant main effect
of IMP, c2(1) ¼ 16.56, p < .0001, indicating that IMP was associated
with deciding to drink more at all events. The HA � disincentive
interaction was not significant, c2(2) ¼ 1.1, p ¼ .58, nor was the
main effect of HA, c2(1) ¼ 0.42, p ¼ .52. However, there was a
significant main effect of ES, c2(1) ¼ 15.42, p < .0001, and a sig-
nificant ES � disincentive interaction, c2(1) ¼ 8.1, p ¼ .017. ES was
associated with deciding to drink more at low, c2(1) ¼ 12.3,



Fig. 3. (a) Consumption amount decisions by impulsivity across disincentive conditions; (b) consumption amount decisions by excitement seeking across disincentive conditions.
Error bars are standard errors of the mean.
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p < .0001, and moderate disincentive events, c2(1) ¼ 9.16, p ¼ .002,
but not at high disincentive events, c2(1) ¼ 0.53, p ¼ .464. Fig. 3
illustrates the effects of IMP and ES on drinking across disincen-
tive conditions.

Discussion

The primary purpose of the current study was to further the
literature on disinhibited personality and alcohol use by investi-
gating the specific mechanisms underlying the association between
three domains of disinhibited personality (impulsivity, excitement
seeking, and low harm avoidance) and drinking-related decisions.
Specifically, we examined the association between these domains
of disinhibited personality and the effects of incentives and disin-
centives on drinking-related decisions. Both incentives and disin-
centives had substantial effects on decisions to attend party events.
High incentives were associated with being more likely to decide to
attend, while the different levels of disincentives reflected
increasing reluctance to decide to attend events. Overall, the results
suggest that the different domains of disinhibited personality are
associated with different motivationally relevant mechanisms in
risky drinking-related decisions that are consistent with our model
of disinhibited personality (Finn, 2002; Gunn et al., 2013). High
levels of impulsivity were associated with decisions to consume
more alcohol in all contexts, regardless of disincentives or in-
centives and being less deterred from attending events with
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significant disincentives. Lower scores in the harm avoidance trait
measure also were associated with being less deterred by signifi-
cant disincentives from attending drinking events. Excitement
seeking was associated with being more likely to decide to attend
events with high versus low alcohol-related party incentives and
deciding to drink more alcohol in all contexts except high disin-
centive contexts. Finally, the results clearly show that contextual
incentives and disincentives affect drinking-related decisions, with
incentives promoting decisions to attend and drink and disincen-
tives discouraging decisions to attend and drink at social events.
Thus, incentives promoted approach-related decisions, and disin-
centives promoted avoidance-related decisions.

Impulsivity and harm avoidance: the effects of disincentives on
drinking decisions

High levels of impulsivity and low levels of harm avoidance
were associated with being less deterred from deciding to attend
events with significant disincentives, which suggests that both
traits are associated with failure to take into account the possibility
that attending a party event might interfere with goals, or lead to
negative consequences, when making such decisions. On the sur-
face, this suggests that both traits are associated with a decreased
sensitivity to aversive outcomes, or a tendency not to weigh po-
tential negative outcomes as strongly as those with low impulsivity
or high harm avoidance. This is consistent with research showing
that both impulsivity and harm avoidance are associated with
problems inhibiting behavior (de Wit, 2009; Finn et al., 2002). The
disincentives signal an increased possibility that negative conse-
quences could occur if one did not fully meet the next-day re-
sponsibility (i.e., did not do well on the exam). Thus, not being
deterred by the disincentive may reflect a decision bias character-
ized by a relative insensitivity to negative consequences.

However, the disincentives also signal a possibility for not
achieving a long-term goal, such as doing well on the exam. A
failure to account for the disincentive could be the result of dis-
counting the long-term reward associated with achieving that goal
(such as the reward associated with doing well on the exam) in
favor of the more immediate reward associated with attending a
party. Thus, not being deterred by the disincentive also could reflect
increased delay discounting of rewards, where the choice to attend
the event and obtain the immediate reward of the party and
drinking is chosen over obtaining the delayed reward of doing well
on an important exam.

The evidence suggests that the problems with behavior inhibi-
tion associated with impulsivity and low harm avoidance differ
depending on the context. Impulsivity is associated with difficulties
inhibiting approach behavior (de Wit, 2009; Finn et al., 2002) and
increased delay discounting (Bobova et al., 2009; de Wit, Flory,
Acheson, McCloskey, & Manuck, 2007; Kirby et al., 1999), while
low harm avoidance is associated with difficulties inhibiting
behavior that leads to aversive negative outcomes (Finn et al.,
2002), but not with delay discounting rate (Bobova et al., 2009).
Given that studies suggest harm avoidance is associated with fail-
ure to inhibit behavior that leads to an aversive outcome (Finn et al.,
2002) but not with increased delay discounting rate (e.g., Bobova
et al., 2009), while impulsivity is associated with increased delay
discounting (Bobova et al., 2009; de Wit et al., 2007; Kirby et al.,
1999) and problems inhibiting approach behavior, we speculate
that the association between impulsivity is associated with
increased discounting of the next-day reward, while low harm
avoidance is associated with being less sensitive to the negative
consequences of not doing well on the exam. However, our inter-
pretation remains speculative. The disincentive levels used in this
study entail both a component of discounting a delayed reward
(long-term goal achievement) and a component involving the
possibility of negative outcomes associated with failure to meet
responsibilities. Future studies could more clearly separate the
avoidance of harm from increased discounting by including both
kinds of disincentives, such as ones specifically associated with
negative consequences (such as varying levels of next-day physical,
legal, or financial consequences) and disincentives that clearly
emphasize a trade-off, e.g., attending a party event versus the
possibility of achieving a longer term goal (relationship, career, or
financial goal) the next day.

Alcohol-party incentives and excitement seeking

Excitement seeking was associated with being more likely to
decide to attend events with high versus low alcohol-related party
incentives. This suggests that excitement seeking is associated with
increased sensitivity to reward when deciding to attend party
events. This result is consistent with our conceptualization of
excitement seeking as reflecting strong approach tendencies
associated with increased sensitivity to rewards, especially those
that are considered pleasurable, such as partying and sexual pro-
miscuity (Finn, 2002; Gunn et al., 2013; Justus et al., 2000).

Drinking amount decisions and impulsivity and excitement seeking

Impulsivity was associated with deciding to drink more in all
contexts, regardless of disincentive level. This is consistent with our
theory that impulsivity is associated with strong approach ten-
dencies and weaker inhibition (Finn, 2002; Gunn et al., 2013). The
results (Fig. 3a) also clearly indicate that the drinking decisions in
those high in impulsivity were influenced by disincentives to the
same degree as those low in impulsivity. High levels of impulsivity
were associated with deciding to drink more than those low in
impulsivity in all contexts. Thus, the results suggest that impul-
sivity is associated with a strong approach tendency when deciding
to drink; one that perhaps reflects a “more is better” bias. On the
other hand, the drinking decisions associated with excitement
seeking were clearly different from those associated with impul-
sivity. It was hypothesized that increased reward sensitivity would
lead to excitement seeking being associated with deciding to drink
more in all contexts. However, the results indicated that excitement
seeking was associated with deciding to drink more in the low and
moderate disincentive contexts, but not the high disincentive
contexts. The lack of an effect of excitement seeking in the high
disincentive contexts may result from the high disincentive con-
dition being associated with the lowest overall level of potential
reward. The association between the drinking amount decisions
and both excitement seeking and impulsivity is consistent with
studies showing that alcohol use and problems are associated with
both excitement seeking (Finn et al., 2000; Finn& Hall, 2004; Gunn
et al., 2013; Justus et al., 2000) and impulsivity (Coskunpinar, Dir, &
Cyders, 2013; McCarty, Morris, Hatz, &McCarthy, 2017; Stamates &
Lau-Barraco, 2017; Whiteside & Lynam, 2003).

Implications

This study is the first to report evidence for specific mechanisms
underlying the association between drinking-related decisions and
different domains of disinhibited personality. Studies of decision-
making in AUD or substance use disorders (SUDs) in general typi-
cally use behavioral economic monetary tasks, such as delay dis-
counting or gambling tasks, that do not model the kinds of
incentives, disincentives, and contexts associated with drinking-
related decisions. In addition, these studies have not adequately
investigated the personality processes associated with decisions on
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these tasks. Because disinhibited personality is such a strong and
consistent correlate of AUDs/SUDs that is supposed to reflect
important cognitive and motivational processes, knowledge about
the association between different domains of disinhibited person-
ality and drinking decisions can point to important processes that
may be a target for prevention or intervention. The results also
support the value of distinguishing among different domains of
disinhibited personality and defining impulsivity in a more narrow
fashion. Overall, the results lend some support to the validity of our
theoretical distinctions between impulsivity, excitement seeking,
and low harm avoidance that are articulated above. The results also
highlight the importance of examining factors that affect decisions
to attend drinking events in addition to decisions about the amount
one might drink at an event. If one does not attend a risky event,
then one is not exposed to the risks inherent in that event.
Furthermore, the results suggest that increasing attention paid to
the delayed potential consequences and missed opportunities
(associated with low harm avoidance and impulsivity) related to
decisions to attend and drink at party events may be a useful
approach to prevention.

Limitations

This study has a number of limitations. First, the decisions
assessed in this task are all hypothetical. While Finn et al. (2017)
reported results that provided good support for the validity of the
task as a model of real world decisions to attend and drink at
drinking events, we cannot determine the limits of the validity of
the task as a model of real world decisions. This may be particularly
true for consumption amount decisions. For instance, an important
symptom of problem drinking is drinking more alcohol at an event
than was originally planned. Because drinking can further disin-
hibit individuals, it may be that consumption decision amounts
may underestimate what the individual actually drinks, especially
for those with significant alcohol problems. However, because it is
very difficult to systematically study these kinds of decisions
‘in vivo’, the results suggest that the use of tasks such as our
drinking decision task is an important step in learning more about
the factors that affect drinking decisions. George and colleagues'
(e.g., George et al., 2009; Purdie et al., 2011) use of a similar
approach to study sexual decision-making supports the potential
utility of using hypothetical scenario approaches to studying
decision-making about behaviors that are difficult to study ‘in vivo.’
Additional research on the validity of this kind of approach is
needed, such as assessing the associations between decisions
regarding attendance and drinking using event sampling method-
ologies (Bolger, Davis, & Rafaeli, 2003) and decisions obtained on
our drinking decision task. Second, we focused on the effects of
responsibility-based disincentives on decisions to attend and drink,
rather than including a more extensive set of disincentives. Future
work should examine the effects of other disincentives, such as
interpersonal, health, and legal disincentives, on drinking-related
decisions.

Summary

In summary, we investigated the relationships between three
domains of disinhibited personality (impulsivity, excitement
seeking, and low harm avoidance) and the effects of incentives and
disincentives on decisions to attend and drink at hypothetical party
events in young adults. Impulsivity and low harm avoidance were
associated with being less deterred by disincentives from deciding
to attend party events. We speculate that, when deciding to attend
potentially risky party events, impulsivity is associated with a delay
discounting decision bias, and low harm avoidance is associated
with a bias associated with a relative insensitivity to negative
consequences. The data suggest that excitement seeking is associ-
ated with being more responsive to alcohol reward when making
drinking-related decisions. Excitement seekingwas associatedwith
being more responsive to the alcohol party incentives when mak-
ing decisions about attendance. Impulsivity was associated with
deciding to drink more regardless of the context and may reflect
strong alcohol approach biases characterized by a “more is better”
attitude. On the other hand, excitement seeking was associated
with deciding to drink more at low and moderate disincentive
events, but not at the high disincentive events, which are associated
with lower overall reward potential. Further research that in-
vestigates attentional processes in drinking decision-making con-
texts may further elucidate the drinking decision biases associated
with each domain of disinhibited personality.
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